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Manage your career like a top sales rep
Study and emulate top sales reps to become more effective in advancing your career

Michael C. Wenderoth is a professor at IE Business School in Madrid and an Executive Coach
 
“You want me to emulate a top sales rep?” executives will ask me in disbelief, sometimes in disgust.

Yes. Improving your ability to present and convince others is important if you work with other people, period.
But adopting the mindset and strategies of sales stars is even more critical for mid- and senior level
executives who want to rise in their organizations, inspire, and lead effectively. 

As you go up the corporate ladder, political and influence skills become critical to success – in fact, they are
greater determinants to effectiveness than working hard.  Because sales, let’s be honest is dedicated to
actually getting things done – much more so than its more palatable cousin marketing. 

Sales isn’t sexy. That’s why non-sales executives don’t study it, or apply lessons from sales to  managing their
careers or leading their organizations. Sales people are often seen as slimy, under-educated hacks who focus
only on commissions.  Because of that, elite academics and MBA programs give even less exposure to the
discipline .  Executives therefore self-handicap ,  missing out on effective leadership techniques that pushes
them out of their comfort zone, and thus personal growth .  

So yes, I emphatically respond to executives: Study and emulate top sales reps to become more effective in
advancing your career. Specifically, executives should focus on five core areas:

1) Treat Colleagues as Customers
The best way to advance one’s agenda is to help powerful stakeholders advance theirs. This means executives
must move from a competitive to a collaborative mindset, and find ways for their product or service (or
agenda) to align with the needs of those stakeholders. A great place to start is the hallmark opening question
many sales representatives deploy: “How can I help you?”  

One bank director I worked with was a star contributor but suffered after getting promoted. His senior-level
peers didn’t want to help him because they saw nothing in it for them. To re-set the relationships, he spent
time analyzing, directly asking – and genuinely listening to – the needs of colleagues. For example, a senior
group VP had been blocking the director’s initiative, but rather than employ his usual gut response to “pull
rank,” the director invited the VP to join him to speak at a key forum, thus finding common ground and
giving the VP critical personal exposure. That gesture warmed up a frosty relationship and created an “us vs
them” alliance, and dramatically improved the director’s cause. 

2) Map where the Power Lies
Executives analyze to death the ROI of their corporate initiatives, but barely examine how they spend their
own time in their organization. When executives I coach track their week, they discover most of their
attention is spent down, with their reports.  They need to be focusing up – up the corporate hierarchy to those
who hold power, give promotions, bestow resources or can move mountains quickly. 

Top B2B sales reps create a stakeholder map to understand their customer’s buying process and chain of
influence.  They carefully analyze what motivates stakeholders not only from a business perspective but also
from a personal perspective, knowing the ego is often a more powerful motivating force. They then become
ruthless on how they spend their time. Reps may say hello to the rank and file, but they save deep
engagement for a select few – because even in the age of social media, direct interaction is the most
influential factor in purchasing decisions . 

A client service director wanted to get promoted by year-end. By first studying the landscape, it was clear two
VP’s would have the biggest say on her ascent in the organization. She radically reorganized her focus,
enlisting one VP to become a key advisor on her top work initiative and making sure the other VP would be
the first to pilot – and benefit – from its impact. She stopped trying to attend all meetings, delegating a key
report to update her weekly. “I realized I needed to be much more strategic and deliberate in how I spent time
with those key relationships,” she told me.

3) Get Noticed and Get Engaged 
It’s one thing to identify the key decision makers, but getting their attention is more difficult.  This is where
an “insight selling” approach can open doors and create engagement.

Insight selling is about shedding new light on a customer’s business - future trends, threats, opportunities,
solutions – to engage them .  Essentially, it serves to position yourself as a source of new knowledge and
ideas.  People in power – just like customers – are attracted by strong relationships   and hard work - but
they’ll leave if you don’t bring them value.

To get access and build key relationships in her company, one senior manager culled innovative business
ideas from her constant travel to the company’s high growth regions, which she then strategically and
exclusively shared with ranking executives. Another director I coached used his executive education course to
bring big data insights and innovations from other sectors to a VP he was angling to work for. By providing
valuable information, both executives were asked by higher-ups, “Let’s meet for lunch: Can you tell me more
about that?” Likewise, blogging on a trending topic and using social media can create an expert reputation
that attracts powerful people and opens doors. 

4) Understand and Take Advantage of the Network 
Constantly developing reasons – or excuses – to meet key people can be draining. Grabbing a coffee to seek
advice gets old quickly. What best serves an aspiring executive is repeated exposure to stakeholders, ideally
meetings or activities that are embedded in the calendar or initiatives of the company. To do that well,
executives must take advantage of centrality in their company’s networks .  This involves knowing where key
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